Audi 3.2 timing chain replacement
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craig bryan Start date Apr 11, So with the prospect of spending a lot of time at home with the
current world crisis, I thought it was time to change the Timing chains on my 3. Im putting
together the tooling and spares and I think a head gasket set gives me all the seals for the
timing case but, when reading through the procedure on ELSA, it mentions using sealing paste!
Does anyone know a suitable product or do I have to go to the main dealer? I havent seen a
definitive guide to replace the chains so im hoping not to encounter to many unknowns beyond
the proceedure i have. I will also have a look at the clutch whilst it is out. Im guessing it might
also need a DMF but time will tell! Any help greatly appreciated before the nightmare begins! I
used this product from ECP when recently sealing the timing chain tensioner onto the cylinder
head of my VW 1. I also used on the change of direction points of the cam cover gasket. Fingers
crossed, everything seems fine. If you search around, there are dealers open for service and
parts and so the same sealant will be used for the VW 3. The proper stuff is more pricey and I
believe that AKS use genuine for this type of build. That's good enough for me. On another note
im facing the dilemma of weather or not to change the DMF. I dont have any issues but whilst
the box is out i thought it might make sense. From what ive read the clutch is pretty reliable if
DSG oil changes are done. Has anyone got experience of DMF issues on a 3. Dirko sealant is
excellent but as Peter says, check with VAG. Update: Engine out and setting timing. With
camshaft locking bar inserted the crankshaft mark has gone just under 2cm past its mark. I
checked it several times. Just saw a setup video where the guy says this isnt unusual and to
make a new mark!!! I just wondered if anyone had come across this before? The car was
running fine so i will be suprised if it was that far out. You must log in or register to reply here.
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I'm looking at a A6 Quattro with the 3. It has about ,km 87,mi. The car seems clean and drives
well, has all the service records from the local Audi dealer. How often do these failures really
happen? Is this a defect in every 3. Should I buy the car? Thanks and hope to be joining the
Audi community soon! The tensioner issue is not a "defect" but simply a result of the design.
Audi says the chains and tensioners are "lifetime" parts that do not require maintenance.
However, as we all know, things wear out over time. It all boils down to how well cared for the
car is. At 86k miles you should be fine. The tell tale signs are chain rattle upon cold start. If the
rattle briefly, then you are fine. However, if they rattle for an extended period of time, then that is
a sign of advanced wear. Just FYI, the upper tensioners can be replaced without pulling the
motor. It is the guides and chains themselves that will require a motor pull to be replaced. Sent
from my iPhone using Audizine. Originally Posted by SinCityA6. Some go at k, and some higher.
I'm at , miles and haven't had any issues. Knocks on wood I've owned the car since 90, miles in
And it came off a lease, so I doubt the owner ever cared to check into anything. Just luck of the
draw and how well it's cared for. I have had the full service done: guides, chains, tensioners etc.
Engine did not need to be dropped. I just got k and other than replacing seals on the upper
tensioners haven't had any issues knock on wood and put on about miles a week. I how to have
her for another coupe of years of not longer. Sent from my VS 4G using Tapatalk. So drop the
transmission and you have access to everything. Did you do this or have the service done by a
shop I assume shop, by your wording I still feel like I would be better off getting a k mile motor
instead of trying to continue with this one when the day comes. I guess it depends on the price

of the job diy. Originally Posted by JPJ Being at k miles or km I know im approaching a point
where one of the two will have to happen. Yeah, My fathers house has a 2nd garage and he's
about to have a lift installed. Doesn't yet, but will. I plan on building a garage this year and it will
also include a 2 post auto lift at my own home. It currently doesn't have a garage. Even if I builld
it next year I'm hoping I get 30k miles out of the current motor so I won't hit k miles until next
year. So I hopefully have a little bit of time. Just a few months ago I did a lot of front end motor
work myself. OldParts NewParts. No kidding, that's impressive. If thermostat isn't covered in my
extended warranty then I'm going to have to tackle that one next. Okay okay sorry about the
thread jacking : Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Be warned, to access the thermostat bolts
the intake manifold must be removed. I'll pm you about some diy work Sent from my iPhone
using Tapatalk. This is a yr and a half old but I bought a new poly front snub bushing from ECS
tuning. Still good and I'm at k.. I already did it in those photos above a year and a half ago.
Chains had never been done on it but my tech convinced him to do them while trans was out
anyway since he wanted to keep the car forever. Ask your indy friend what he charged I offered
a audi master mechanic who is also a firefighter so I was expecting a hook up The price for
chain and guides replacement. I offered to bring the motor on a stand to his shop. Not even I'm
the car And it was still Parts are So the labor was 2, I haven't decided if I'm going to tackle it
myself or not. Yeah I'm getting a k motor for from a local car pull a part yard At that cost of
course i wont bother. But I was curious if that was a normal cost.. But man for 2k I'd rather just
put that towards a C I've been noticing a random rattling sound that sounds similar to timing
chain rattle on cold starts, it happens very infrequently but enough to where I thought I'd post.
Lasts maybe 1 or 2 seconds then goes away when it does occur. I know my transmission mount
is toast and will replace that, could it be something like that rattling? The motor only has 85K
miles. Will probably monitor after the mount is replaced and see if that doesn't eliminate it.
Originally Posted by christianb5s4. Do you think there's even a remote possibility that TSB
would be honored under warranty at this point? What symptoms do there have to be to qualify?
Under warranty or under cpo dealers will replace if you stay on them about it. Especially if it
happens every time you cold start. Out of warranty you can forget it unless you have a great
dealer relationship. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. I've got a a4 3. Can you hear the chain
rattle from inside the cabin? From the outside the car is fairly clicky, but I'm assuming clicky is
different than rattling. I also read somewhere that a Vagcom system can read cam phase
adjustment values and greater than -7degrees is something to be worried about. Search the
Audiworld C6 forum there is an eternal thread of timing chains and how to take the reading with
Vag com. Put good oil in the car and take a breath. Mine have k and they seem just fine no noise
at all. The 3. Tags for this Thread 3. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time
now is AM. Audizine is not endorsed by or affiliated with Audi AG.

